
The fish war
 
The bottom of the sea is full of fish. There are so many that some say there are more fish in the sea
than people on earth. Of course, if you don't scuba dive, you never get to see them.

Fish come in all sizes and colors. Big ones, little ones, pretty ones and ugly ones. There are so
many that lots of letters are needed to give them all names.

But I have an idea! Let's put on a pair of goggles and fins and jump into the water to take a look at
the fish?

Shall we go snorkeling for a while so that we can see them close up?

Okay? Then let's go, everyone into the water!

Mmm! The water feels so good!

Look, a hammerhead shark. It's the shark's first cousin and the poor thing got its name because it
was born with a head shaped like a hammer. When you see one, watch out, because they're always
in a bad mood and quick to bite.

And this is an eel. It looks like a snake, but it isn't. The eel lives hidden among the rocks, but
before eating, it likes to come out and stretch its tail a bit.

Look, there's an octopus! The fish laugh at him and to make him angry they call him fathead. And
they're right. The octopus has lots of arms called tentacles and they're covered with suckers that
won't let you get away.

There's a crab! What claws it has! Just right to nip your fingers! The crab is a strange animal. Its
head is as hard as a rock and it always walks backwards. I don't know how it manages not to trip.

And that black thing that looks like a piece of chocolate is a sea urchin. The sea urchin also lives
mostly among the rocks. It picks a rock, sticks on to it and doesn't budge. And with all the needles
on its back, it looks like a pin cushion.

Oh, look! There goes a school of sardines. Goodbye, goodbye! They look like tourists who always
travel in groups. They swim one next to the other and never separate because they're very afraid of
being alone. They probably think the more, the merrier!

Well? Wasn't I right when I said how fantastic it is to swim among the fish?

Oh, now they're very calm, all together, each doing its own thing. We're lucky because a friend of
mine who is a scuba diver told me that once he found himself caught in the middle of the fish war!

That day the biggest, fiercest fish wanted more space at the bottom of the sea. They thought that
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the best way to make room would be by eating the smallest fish. The big bullies!
   
They talked it over for a long while and finally decided that the hammerhead would eat the crabs,
the octopus would eat the sea urchins and the eel would eat the sardines. So everyone was happy!

And that's what they did! The hammerhead snuck up on the crab who was napping. But when the
hammerhead was about to gulp him down, the crab woke up and bit the hammerhead's lip making
him see stars!

Walking slowly along on all his legs, the octopus moved towards the rocks ready to eat the sea
urchin. But when the octopus tried to grab him, the urchin stuck his needles into one of the
octopus' tentacles. The octopus felt as if he'd stuck his leg into a sack full of needles.

The eel also tried. When he saw a school of sardines, he created a magnetic field to trap them and
then he pounced. But sardines are fast swimmers and they had the eel encircled in a flash.

The hammerhead, the octopus and the eel agreed that they would never try that again.

Since then, they each mind their own business. The biggest, fiercest fish leave the smaller ones
alone. And together they share the depths of the sea in peace and harmony.

Because at the bottom of the sea there is more than enough room for all the fish in the world.

Look, a seahorse! And they all lived happily ever after.
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